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Take a walk on the wild side with our selection of Take a walk on the wild side with our selection of Take a walk on the wild side with our selection of Take a walk on the wild side with our selection of 
paranormal romance and urban fantasyparanormal romance and urban fantasyparanormal romance and urban fantasyparanormal romance and urban fantasy……...……...……...……...                

Pride and Prejudice and ZombiesPride and Prejudice and ZombiesPride and Prejudice and ZombiesPride and Prejudice and Zombies  by Jane Austen, Seth Grahame-Smith 
England has experienced a frightening plague of zombies for the last fiftyEngland has experienced a frightening plague of zombies for the last fiftyEngland has experienced a frightening plague of zombies for the last fiftyEngland has experienced a frightening plague of zombies for the last fifty----five years. Elizabeth five years. Elizabeth five years. Elizabeth five years. Elizabeth 

BeBeBeBennet, one of the five Bennet sisters to have studied martial arts in China, is renowned for nnet, one of the five Bennet sisters to have studied martial arts in China, is renowned for nnet, one of the five Bennet sisters to have studied martial arts in China, is renowned for nnet, one of the five Bennet sisters to have studied martial arts in China, is renowned for 

her skill with a katana sword, but has suitor problems. Who will gallantly vanquish zombies her skill with a katana sword, but has suitor problems. Who will gallantly vanquish zombies her skill with a katana sword, but has suitor problems. Who will gallantly vanquish zombies her skill with a katana sword, but has suitor problems. Who will gallantly vanquish zombies 

by Lizzie’s sideby Lizzie’s sideby Lizzie’s sideby Lizzie’s side----will it be Mr. Wickham, the dashing soldier; Mr.Collinswill it be Mr. Wickham, the dashing soldier; Mr.Collinswill it be Mr. Wickham, the dashing soldier; Mr.Collinswill it be Mr. Wickham, the dashing soldier; Mr.Collins, preacher to Lady , preacher to Lady , preacher to Lady , preacher to Lady 

Catherine de Bourgh; or Fitzwilliam Darcy, rich, enigmatic, and mighty proficient with a Catherine de Bourgh; or Fitzwilliam Darcy, rich, enigmatic, and mighty proficient with a Catherine de Bourgh; or Fitzwilliam Darcy, rich, enigmatic, and mighty proficient with a Catherine de Bourgh; or Fitzwilliam Darcy, rich, enigmatic, and mighty proficient with a 

musketmusketmusketmusket?   

 

  

 

Joe Pitt series  

Already Dead (#1)Already Dead (#1)Already Dead (#1)Already Dead (#1) by Charlie Huston  
Joe has big problems. He wants to stay rogue but the New York Vampire Clans alJoe has big problems. He wants to stay rogue but the New York Vampire Clans alJoe has big problems. He wants to stay rogue but the New York Vampire Clans alJoe has big problems. He wants to stay rogue but the New York Vampire Clans all want a l want a l want a l want a 

piece of him. His Vampyre Vyrus and his girlfriend’s HIV status are wrecking his love life. piece of him. His Vampyre Vyrus and his girlfriend’s HIV status are wrecking his love life. piece of him. His Vampyre Vyrus and his girlfriend’s HIV status are wrecking his love life. piece of him. His Vampyre Vyrus and his girlfriend’s HIV status are wrecking his love life. 

“Shamblers” are stalking the city wreaking zombie mayhem on passersby, and it’s up to Joe to “Shamblers” are stalking the city wreaking zombie mayhem on passersby, and it’s up to Joe to “Shamblers” are stalking the city wreaking zombie mayhem on passersby, and it’s up to Joe to “Shamblers” are stalking the city wreaking zombie mayhem on passersby, and it’s up to Joe to 

identify and stop the carrier. Vampire noir. identify and stop the carrier. Vampire noir. identify and stop the carrier. Vampire noir. identify and stop the carrier. Vampire noir.     

    

    

 

 

Sookie Stackhouse Southern Vampire series  

Club Dead (#3)Club Dead (#3)Club Dead (#3)Club Dead (#3) by Charlaine Harris  
Telepathic barmaid Sookie Stackhouse’s vampire boyfriend, Bill, goes missing while on a Telepathic barmaid Sookie Stackhouse’s vampire boyfriend, Bill, goes missing while on a Telepathic barmaid Sookie Stackhouse’s vampire boyfriend, Bill, goes missing while on a Telepathic barmaid Sookie Stackhouse’s vampire boyfriend, Bill, goes missing while on a 

special project for the queen of Louisiana. With the help of Alcide, the sexy Werewolf and special project for the queen of Louisiana. With the help of Alcide, the sexy Werewolf and special project for the queen of Louisiana. With the help of Alcide, the sexy Werewolf and special project for the queen of Louisiana. With the help of Alcide, the sexy Werewolf and 

Bubba/ElBubba/ElBubba/ElBubba/Elvis (the one, the only), she must find Bill before his status is changed from undead to vis (the one, the only), she must find Bill before his status is changed from undead to vis (the one, the only), she must find Bill before his status is changed from undead to vis (the one, the only), she must find Bill before his status is changed from undead to 

just plain dead.just plain dead.just plain dead.just plain dead.    

        

 

 

Rachel Morgan Hollows Series 

Dead Witch Walking (#1)Dead Witch Walking (#1)Dead Witch Walking (#1)Dead Witch Walking (#1) by Kim Harrison  
Seductive vampire Ivy joins her witch colleague Rachel in leaving their P.ISeductive vampire Ivy joins her witch colleague Rachel in leaving their P.ISeductive vampire Ivy joins her witch colleague Rachel in leaving their P.ISeductive vampire Ivy joins her witch colleague Rachel in leaving their P.I. job. job. job. jobssss at Inderland  at Inderland  at Inderland  at Inderland 

Security to start their own agency. She can afford to buy out her contract but Rachel can’t. Security to start their own agency. She can afford to buy out her contract but Rachel can’t. Security to start their own agency. She can afford to buy out her contract but Rachel can’t. Security to start their own agency. She can afford to buy out her contract but Rachel can’t. 

Their exTheir exTheir exTheir ex----boss hates Rachel so much that he lets her go anyboss hates Rachel so much that he lets her go anyboss hates Rachel so much that he lets her go anyboss hates Rachel so much that he lets her go anyway and then puts out a hit way and then puts out a hit way and then puts out a hit way and then puts out a hit on on on on 

her. Can she survive long enough to make the big collaher. Can she survive long enough to make the big collaher. Can she survive long enough to make the big collaher. Can she survive long enough to make the big collar that will save her? Jenks the pixie is r that will save her? Jenks the pixie is r that will save her? Jenks the pixie is r that will save her? Jenks the pixie is 

betting on it! betting on it! betting on it! betting on it!     

    

 

 

Carpathians (Dark) series  

Dark Symphony (#10)Dark Symphony (#10)Dark Symphony (#10)Dark Symphony (#10)  by Christine Feehan 
Byron is a Carpathian shapeshifter, from an old world family of vampire hunters. Antoinetta Byron is a Carpathian shapeshifter, from an old world family of vampire hunters. Antoinetta Byron is a Carpathian shapeshifter, from an old world family of vampire hunters. Antoinetta Byron is a Carpathian shapeshifter, from an old world family of vampire hunters. Antoinetta 

Scarlatti is a famous musician andScarlatti is a famous musician andScarlatti is a famous musician andScarlatti is a famous musician and composer, whose family possesses enormous wealth from  composer, whose family possesses enormous wealth from  composer, whose family possesses enormous wealth from  composer, whose family possesses enormous wealth from 

their shipping holdings. After he saves her from being thrown from a cliff into the sea, they their shipping holdings. After he saves her from being thrown from a cliff into the sea, they their shipping holdings. After he saves her from being thrown from a cliff into the sea, they their shipping holdings. After he saves her from being thrown from a cliff into the sea, they 

find each other irresistible and realize they were born to be together, despite the find each other irresistible and realize they were born to be together, despite the find each other irresistible and realize they were born to be together, despite the find each other irresistible and realize they were born to be together, despite the 

consequencesconsequencesconsequencesconsequences. . . .     



    

 

 

Betsy Taylor series  

Undead and Unwed (#1)Undead and Unwed (#1)Undead and Unwed (#1)Undead and Unwed (#1) by Mary Janice Davidson 
 It wasn’t because Betsy was late for work, or that she was laid off, or that it was her 30th It wasn’t because Betsy was late for work, or that she was laid off, or that it was her 30th It wasn’t because Betsy was late for work, or that she was laid off, or that it was her 30th It wasn’t because Betsy was late for work, or that she was laid off, or that it was her 30th 

birthday and her party was cancelled, or even that she was struck by a car and killed while birthday and her party was cancelled, or even that she was struck by a car and killed while birthday and her party was cancelled, or even that she was struck by a car and killed while birthday and her party was cancelled, or even that she was struck by a car and killed while 

tryintryintryintrying to grab her cat. It was waking up the next night in her coffin and realizing she was g to grab her cat. It was waking up the next night in her coffin and realizing she was g to grab her cat. It was waking up the next night in her coffin and realizing she was g to grab her cat. It was waking up the next night in her coffin and realizing she was 

going to be buried in cheap plastic shoes, when she knew her trophy stepmother had going to be buried in cheap plastic shoes, when she knew her trophy stepmother had going to be buried in cheap plastic shoes, when she knew her trophy stepmother had going to be buried in cheap plastic shoes, when she knew her trophy stepmother had 

taken all of her Manolo Blahniks for herself. To top it off, she just might be Queen otaken all of her Manolo Blahniks for herself. To top it off, she just might be Queen otaken all of her Manolo Blahniks for herself. To top it off, she just might be Queen otaken all of her Manolo Blahniks for herself. To top it off, she just might be Queen of the f the f the f the 

Vampires. Vampires. Vampires. Vampires.         

 

  

Fever series  

Darkfever (#1)Darkfever (#1)Darkfever (#1)Darkfever (#1) by  Karen Marie Moning  
MacKayla Lane is a twentyMacKayla Lane is a twentyMacKayla Lane is a twentyMacKayla Lane is a twenty----something bartender from a small Georgia town who is something bartender from a small Georgia town who is something bartender from a small Georgia town who is something bartender from a small Georgia town who is 

content with her unambitious and uncomplicated life. This all changes when her beloved content with her unambitious and uncomplicated life. This all changes when her beloved content with her unambitious and uncomplicated life. This all changes when her beloved content with her unambitious and uncomplicated life. This all changes when her beloved 

older sisterolder sisterolder sisterolder sister,,,, s s s studying at Trinity College in Dublin, was murdered in a horrible manner and tudying at Trinity College in Dublin, was murdered in a horrible manner and tudying at Trinity College in Dublin, was murdered in a horrible manner and tudying at Trinity College in Dublin, was murdered in a horrible manner and 

left in an alley. She travels to Ireland to get answers that the Guardi don’t seem to want to left in an alley. She travels to Ireland to get answers that the Guardi don’t seem to want to left in an alley. She travels to Ireland to get answers that the Guardi don’t seem to want to left in an alley. She travels to Ireland to get answers that the Guardi don’t seem to want to 

provide. When she stumbles out of the fog, lost on her first night in Dublin, she findprovide. When she stumbles out of the fog, lost on her first night in Dublin, she findprovide. When she stumbles out of the fog, lost on her first night in Dublin, she findprovide. When she stumbles out of the fog, lost on her first night in Dublin, she finds s s s 

Barron’s Books and Baubles, where she will eventually discover who she really is and why Barron’s Books and Baubles, where she will eventually discover who she really is and why Barron’s Books and Baubles, where she will eventually discover who she really is and why Barron’s Books and Baubles, where she will eventually discover who she really is and why 

the Fae want her  dead.the Fae want her  dead.the Fae want her  dead.the Fae want her  dead.    

 

 

 

Mercedes Thompson series  

Iron Kissed  (#3) by Patricia Briggs  
Mercy’s coyote heightened sense of smell is needed to help solve a rash Mercy’s coyote heightened sense of smell is needed to help solve a rash Mercy’s coyote heightened sense of smell is needed to help solve a rash Mercy’s coyote heightened sense of smell is needed to help solve a rash of murders on the of murders on the of murders on the of murders on the 

Fae reservation. Before she can fully investigate the crimes, her mentor Zee is arrested for Fae reservation. Before she can fully investigate the crimes, her mentor Zee is arrested for Fae reservation. Before she can fully investigate the crimes, her mentor Zee is arrested for Fae reservation. Before she can fully investigate the crimes, her mentor Zee is arrested for 

the murders and jailed. She knows he is innocent, but he won’t cooperate in his own the murders and jailed. She knows he is innocent, but he won’t cooperate in his own the murders and jailed. She knows he is innocent, but he won’t cooperate in his own the murders and jailed. She knows he is innocent, but he won’t cooperate in his own 

defense. Can Mercy find the real killer before Zee is sacrifidefense. Can Mercy find the real killer before Zee is sacrifidefense. Can Mercy find the real killer before Zee is sacrifidefense. Can Mercy find the real killer before Zee is sacrificed to protect fairy secrets? And ced to protect fairy secrets? And ced to protect fairy secrets? And ced to protect fairy secrets? And 

can she make the right choice between the two werewolves who want her as their life can she make the right choice between the two werewolves who want her as their life can she make the right choice between the two werewolves who want her as their life can she make the right choice between the two werewolves who want her as their life 

mate?mate?mate?mate?    

 

 

 

Black Dagger Brotherhood series 

Dark Lover (#1)Dark Lover (#1)Dark Lover (#1)Dark Lover (#1) By J.R. Ward 
Wrath, leader of the warrior vampires known as the Black Daggar BrWrath, leader of the warrior vampires known as the Black Daggar BrWrath, leader of the warrior vampires known as the Black Daggar BrWrath, leader of the warrior vampires known as the Black Daggar Brotherhood, is otherhood, is otherhood, is otherhood, is 

obsessed with avenging his parent’s death so he is less than thrilled when he becomes obsessed with avenging his parent’s death so he is less than thrilled when he becomes obsessed with avenging his parent’s death so he is less than thrilled when he becomes obsessed with avenging his parent’s death so he is less than thrilled when he becomes 

responsible for the halfresponsible for the halfresponsible for the halfresponsible for the half----breed daughter of one of his fighters.  Beth has grown up in foster breed daughter of one of his fighters.  Beth has grown up in foster breed daughter of one of his fighters.  Beth has grown up in foster breed daughter of one of his fighters.  Beth has grown up in foster 

homes and knows nothing of her nature or the change she is abouhomes and knows nothing of her nature or the change she is abouhomes and knows nothing of her nature or the change she is abouhomes and knows nothing of her nature or the change she is about to undergo.  She hasn’t t to undergo.  She hasn’t t to undergo.  She hasn’t t to undergo.  She hasn’t 

been feeling herself lately and things only become stranger when a dangerous, but sexy been feeling herself lately and things only become stranger when a dangerous, but sexy been feeling herself lately and things only become stranger when a dangerous, but sexy been feeling herself lately and things only become stranger when a dangerous, but sexy 

man man man man with fangswith fangswith fangswith fangs appears in her apartment.  appears in her apartment.  appears in her apartment.  appears in her apartment.     

 

 

Dresden Files series 

Grave Peril (#3)Grave Peril (#3)Grave Peril (#3)Grave Peril (#3) by Jim Butcher 
Harry Blackstone Copperfield Dresden, the onHarry Blackstone Copperfield Dresden, the onHarry Blackstone Copperfield Dresden, the onHarry Blackstone Copperfield Dresden, the only professional practicing wizard in Chicago, ly professional practicing wizard in Chicago, ly professional practicing wizard in Chicago, ly professional practicing wizard in Chicago, 

is in trouble is in trouble is in trouble is in trouble ----again.  Something is out to get him, something that again.  Something is out to get him, something that again.  Something is out to get him, something that again.  Something is out to get him, something that is is is is sending angry ghosts to sending angry ghosts to sending angry ghosts to sending angry ghosts to 

attack his friends and create mayhem in his city.  Harry is determined to find out which of attack his friends and create mayhem in his city.  Harry is determined to find out which of attack his friends and create mayhem in his city.  Harry is determined to find out which of attack his friends and create mayhem in his city.  Harry is determined to find out which of 

his (many) enemies is tahis (many) enemies is tahis (many) enemies is tahis (many) enemies is targeting him and stop the threat, even if it means risking his life.rgeting him and stop the threat, even if it means risking his life.rgeting him and stop the threat, even if it means risking his life.rgeting him and stop the threat, even if it means risking his life.    

 

 



 

 

Vegas Vampires series  

High Stakes (#1)High Stakes (#1)High Stakes (#1)High Stakes (#1) by Erin McCarthy  
What happens in Vegas…is stranger than you think.  Meet Ethan Carrick, 900 year old What happens in Vegas…is stranger than you think.  Meet Ethan Carrick, 900 year old What happens in Vegas…is stranger than you think.  Meet Ethan Carrick, 900 year old What happens in Vegas…is stranger than you think.  Meet Ethan Carrick, 900 year old 

vampire president and casino owner.  Upvampire president and casino owner.  Upvampire president and casino owner.  Upvampire president and casino owner.  Up for re for re for re for re----electionelectionelectionelection,,,, he attempts to secure his victory by  he attempts to secure his victory by  he attempts to secure his victory by  he attempts to secure his victory by 

convincing halfconvincing halfconvincing halfconvincing half----mortal Brittany Baldizzi to be his first lady.  Enter Brittany’s sister Alexis, a mortal Brittany Baldizzi to be his first lady.  Enter Brittany’s sister Alexis, a mortal Brittany Baldizzi to be his first lady.  Enter Brittany’s sister Alexis, a mortal Brittany Baldizzi to be his first lady.  Enter Brittany’s sister Alexis, a 

feisty prosecutor and feisty prosecutor and feisty prosecutor and feisty prosecutor and kkkkarate enthusiastarate enthusiastarate enthusiastarate enthusiast,,,, hell bent on rescuing her sister.  Tempers flare and  hell bent on rescuing her sister.  Tempers flare and  hell bent on rescuing her sister.  Tempers flare and  hell bent on rescuing her sister.  Tempers flare and 

sparks flsparks flsparks flsparks fly when Alexis takes her sister’s place and pretends to be Ethan’s girlfriend.y when Alexis takes her sister’s place and pretends to be Ethan’s girlfriend.y when Alexis takes her sister’s place and pretends to be Ethan’s girlfriend.y when Alexis takes her sister’s place and pretends to be Ethan’s girlfriend.    

 

 

 

Dark-Hunter series 

Kiss of the Night (#Kiss of the Night (#Kiss of the Night (#Kiss of the Night (#4444)))) by Sherrilyn Kenyon  
Sexy, dangerous Wulf Tryggvason, is an immortal Viking warrior under an Sexy, dangerous Wulf Tryggvason, is an immortal Viking warrior under an Sexy, dangerous Wulf Tryggvason, is an immortal Viking warrior under an Sexy, dangerous Wulf Tryggvason, is an immortal Viking warrior under an ancient curse ancient curse ancient curse ancient curse ––––    

he is forgotten once hhe is forgotten once hhe is forgotten once hhe is forgotten once he leaves a room.  Then he meets Cassandra Peters who does e leaves a room.  Then he meets Cassandra Peters who does e leaves a room.  Then he meets Cassandra Peters who does e leaves a room.  Then he meets Cassandra Peters who does 

remember him.  Now Wulf must protect  Cassandra, who is no ordinary human, remember him.  Now Wulf must protect  Cassandra, who is no ordinary human, remember him.  Now Wulf must protect  Cassandra, who is no ordinary human, remember him.  Now Wulf must protect  Cassandra, who is no ordinary human, from from from from 

vicious vampires who must destroy her to end the curse that has banished them into the vicious vampires who must destroy her to end the curse that has banished them into the vicious vampires who must destroy her to end the curse that has banished them into the vicious vampires who must destroy her to end the curse that has banished them into the 

darkness.  darkness.  darkness.  darkness.      

 

 

 

Meredith Gentry series 

A Kiss of Shadows  (#1)A Kiss of Shadows  (#1)A Kiss of Shadows  (#1)A Kiss of Shadows  (#1) by Laurel K. Hamilton 
Meredith Gentry, a  Los Angeles P.I. specializing is the supernatural is also a faerie  Princess Meredith Gentry, a  Los Angeles P.I. specializing is the supernatural is also a faerie  Princess Meredith Gentry, a  Los Angeles P.I. specializing is the supernatural is also a faerie  Princess Meredith Gentry, a  Los Angeles P.I. specializing is the supernatural is also a faerie  Princess 

on the run from the Unseelie Court.  During a case, she uses her magic which brings her to on the run from the Unseelie Court.  During a case, she uses her magic which brings her to on the run from the Unseelie Court.  During a case, she uses her magic which brings her to on the run from the Unseelie Court.  During a case, she uses her magic which brings her to 

the attentionthe attentionthe attentionthe attention of her aunt, The Queen, and back home. Her aunt seeks an heir to the throne  of her aunt, The Queen, and back home. Her aunt seeks an heir to the throne  of her aunt, The Queen, and back home. Her aunt seeks an heir to the throne  of her aunt, The Queen, and back home. Her aunt seeks an heir to the throne 

and devises a strange contest between Meredith and her cousin Cel, decreeing that the first and devises a strange contest between Meredith and her cousin Cel, decreeing that the first and devises a strange contest between Meredith and her cousin Cel, decreeing that the first and devises a strange contest between Meredith and her cousin Cel, decreeing that the first 

to beato beato beato bear a child shall have the crown r a child shall have the crown r a child shall have the crown r a child shall have the crown ---- and the loser will be put to death.  Thus begins and the loser will be put to death.  Thus begins and the loser will be put to death.  Thus begins and the loser will be put to death.  Thus begins a  a  a  a 

struggle that involves unbridled passions, malicious attacks, and bitter betrayals.struggle that involves unbridled passions, malicious attacks, and bitter betrayals.struggle that involves unbridled passions, malicious attacks, and bitter betrayals.struggle that involves unbridled passions, malicious attacks, and bitter betrayals.    

 

 

 

 

Tony Foster Novels  

Smoke and Shadows (#1)Smoke and Shadows (#1)Smoke and Shadows (#1)Smoke and Shadows (#1) by Tanya Huff  
Tony is a former street kid who has landed a job as a production assistant on a vampire Tony is a former street kid who has landed a job as a production assistant on a vampire Tony is a former street kid who has landed a job as a production assistant on a vampire Tony is a former street kid who has landed a job as a production assistant on a vampire 

detective TV showdetective TV showdetective TV showdetective TV show, where strange things are happening.  When an actress on the show dies , where strange things are happening.  When an actress on the show dies , where strange things are happening.  When an actress on the show dies , where strange things are happening.  When an actress on the show dies 

mysteriously, Tony investigates with his friend Henry Fitzroy, an actual vampire.  Their mysteriously, Tony investigates with his friend Henry Fitzroy, an actual vampire.  Their mysteriously, Tony investigates with his friend Henry Fitzroy, an actual vampire.  Their mysteriously, Tony investigates with his friend Henry Fitzroy, an actual vampire.  Their 

inquiry leads them to the special effects wizard, inquiry leads them to the special effects wizard, inquiry leads them to the special effects wizard, inquiry leads them to the special effects wizard, a real a real a real a real wizard who came from another wizard who came from another wizard who came from another wizard who came from another 

dimensiondimensiondimensiondimension, along with something dangerous., along with something dangerous., along with something dangerous., along with something dangerous.    

 

 

 

Secret Histories Series  

Man with the Golden Torc  (#1)Man with the Golden Torc  (#1)Man with the Golden Torc  (#1)Man with the Golden Torc  (#1) by Simon Greene  
Bond, Shamen BondBond, Shamen BondBond, Shamen BondBond, Shamen Bond,,,, aka Eddie Drood aka Eddie Drood aka Eddie Drood aka Eddie Drood,,,, is the black sheep of an ancient, super is the black sheep of an ancient, super is the black sheep of an ancient, super is the black sheep of an ancient, super----powerful powerful powerful powerful 

family that has been protecting humanity for generations frfamily that has been protecting humanity for generations frfamily that has been protecting humanity for generations frfamily that has been protecting humanity for generations from the forces of darkness.  On a om the forces of darkness.  On a om the forces of darkness.  On a om the forces of darkness.  On a 

mission for the family matriarchmission for the family matriarchmission for the family matriarchmission for the family matriarch,,,, he finds himself betrayed and declared rogue.   he finds himself betrayed and declared rogue.   he finds himself betrayed and declared rogue.   he finds himself betrayed and declared rogue.  OOOOn the run n the run n the run n the run 

from both from both from both from both familyfamilyfamilyfamily and enemies, Eddie will  and enemies, Eddie will  and enemies, Eddie will  and enemies, Eddie will use every tool use every tool use every tool use every tool ---- magical or not  magical or not  magical or not  magical or not ----    at his disposal to at his disposal to at his disposal to at his disposal to 

clear his name.clear his name.clear his name.clear his name.    

 


